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The co-pilot of the plane crashed in the Alps was sick leave and could not fly
He hid the company

Madrid, 27.03.2015, 17:18 Time

USPA NEWS - The prosecution of Düsseldorf reported Friday that the co-pilot flight 4U9525 Germanwings, Andreas Lubitz, allegedly
deliberately crashed the machine, with 150 people aboard, was sick and could not fly. One detail that Lubitz hid the airline.

According to the prosecution of Düsseldorf, among the papers found by police at the home of Lubitz there was the co-pilot had broken
and hidden from Germanwings medical certificate of sick leave. Agents also seized documents that "prove" that the co-pilot was in
treatment. However, records will no suicide note was found, the German prosecutor said.

Previously, Andreas Lubitz had been six months on sick leave for depression. Confirmation that remained in treatment and the fact
that it hid the airline seems to support the thesis advanced Thursday by the prosecutor of Marseilles, Brice Robin, the co-pilot
deliberately crashed the plane, taking advantage of the aircraft commander had out of the cabin.

Rescuers are still searching the second plane's black box containing the parameters of flight. Comparing these data with those sounds
recorded in the other black box that Wednesday was found among the wreckage, it may establish a best guess about what happened
during the flight. However, what seems beyond doubt is that it was not an accident but a mass murder perpetrated by the person who
at that time controlled the plane. Meanwhile, continue to recover bodies in a succession, as said the prosecutor of Marseilles, could
last two weeks.

Article online:
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